
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of retention representative. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for retention representative

Welcome the member to their respective health plan by verifying key
information about the member (home address, PCP assignment, ) and
discussing the benefits available through the plan
Enroll new members, educate clients on how to use the plan and maintain
contact with applicants to insure accurate completion of all applications with
required documentation follow through on the established procedures for the
timely and efficient submission of these applications
Work with other team members to ensure a cohesive unit and consistent high
level of service
Providing real time support of retention agents, including database clean up,
providing pricing information, verification of workflow
Ability to work well in a team environment individually
Work with members to amicably resolve issues and problems in a way that
encourages those members to remain loyal to the company
Work with providers to correct billing and claims issues and educates
providers about how to eliminate those problems going forward
Analyze reports, such as claims denial and front-end reject reason codes, to
determine appropriateness and areas of intervention
Analyze daily call contact reports to determine accuracy, follow-up,
timeframes and possible disenrollment threats
Contact members at risk for disenrollment based on report analysis and act
as an elevated resolution team

Example of Retention Representative Job Description
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Ability to quickly establish rapport and identify needs or concerns for
immediate resolution
Knowledge of several computer software systems including word processing
and spreadsheets
Must be fully bilingual/fluent in English and Spanish
Immense capacity to close a deal and conclude the transactions and sale
Good sales abilities
Ability to learn proprietary systems with limited guidance and training


